Technical advances in molecular biology are providing scientists with the primary sequences of proteins implicated in such critical biological processes as differentiation and transformation. Frequently, the only information available about a potentially interesting protein is its amino acid sequence. This information has become more useful because of product and platelet-derived growth factor (3). The similarity was so strong that it is likely that the chromosomal sis gene codes for a growth factor. This serendipitous finding has stimulated new interest in the role of growth factors in oncogenesis. (iii) The similarity of the T-cell receptor protein to immunoglobulin proteins (4).
In the past, identifying new proteins through database searches has been difficult. Computer programs required several hours on a minicomputer, or made important compromises in the sensitivity and selectivity of the search. One of the most rigorous programs for comparing amino acid sequences, SEQHP (5) , requires more than 8 hours to compare a 200-residue protein to the 500,000-residue NBRF (National Biomedical Research Foundation) protein library on the VAX 11/750 computer.
We have developed an algorithm, used in the computer program FASTP, in which we can compare a 200-residue sequence to the NBRF library in 2 to 5 minutes on the VAX 11/750. The program searches rapidly because it first screens sequences for similarity by looking for aligned identical amino acids. It is sensitive because it considers conservative amino acid replacements as well as identities. FASTP has been modified to run on a wide variety of computers including the IBM PC. In this article, we discuss the basis of the algorithm and its application to two proteins evolutionarily related to other sequences in the database. In addition, we show an example of a search which presented puzzling results and discuss criteria for evaluating such results.
FASTP was written in the "C" programming language, originally on a VAX' 11/780 with the UNIX operating system. It has since been moved to the VAX/ VMS operating system, and to an IBM PC microcomputer. Memory requirements for the microcomputer are modest, but the program needs a disk drive with sufficient capacity to hold the protein sequence library (6) .
The algorithm. Most DNA and protein sequence similarity algorithms compare each nucleotide or amino acid of one sequence with all of the residues in the second sequence. With these algorithms, comparison of a 200-amino-acid sequence to the 500,000-residue protein library requires approximately 108 comparisons. Wilbur and Lipman (7) described an algorithm that permits rapid searches of protein and nucleic acid databases by focusing only on groups of identities between the two sequences and therefore requires fewer comparisons in a search. We have modified that algorithm so as to improve its sensitivity and efficiency.
In the original algorithm, identities or groups of identities are rapidly located with a tool known in computer science as a lookup table (8) . As In conjunction with the lookup table, Wilbur and Lipman (7) developed the "diagonal" method for locating regions of similarity between two sequences which is based on identities and allows mismatches but not insertions or deletions. For each matched residue (or pair of residues) found with the lookup table, the difference between the position of the match in the two sequences (the offset) is calculated. The offsets will be equal for matches which may be simultaneously aligned without introducing gaps. A diagonal line in a dot-matrix homology plot (10) is composed of identities sharing the same offset.
In the above example, the S in position 1 of sequence 2 matches S in sequence 1 at an offset of 7 -1 = 6; the W of position 2 matches at offsets 1 and 4; the T at 1; W of position 5 at 1 and -2, and T at -1. At an offset of 1, there are three matches, while each of the other offsets has one or zero match. The diagonal method compares the two sequences by scanning sequence 2 once from beginning to end; the score in an offset is increased for each identity and decreased for each mismatch. Those offsets with the highest scores represent local regions of similarity between the two sequences. At this stage, the Wilbur and Lipman algorithm (7) computes a final similarity score, allowing for insertions and deletions, based on all those identities or blocks of identity located within a preset distance from any of these local regions of similarity.
We have developed a new algorithm that uses a modified form of the diagonal method and dramatically improves the efficiency and sensitivity of amino acid sequence comparisons. The new algorithm locates the beginning and end positions in both sequences of the five regions of highest similarity found by the diagonal method. In the example, the best region of similarity is at an offset of 1 and extends from residue 3 to 6 of sequence 1. The new algorithm then takes advantage of the fact that amino acid replacements occur far more frequently than insertions or deletions (11) . The five highest scoring local regions are rescored by comparing the similarity of all the paired amino acids, replacements as well as identities, using an amino acid replaceability matrix, the PAM250 matrix (11) . Aligned identical amino acids which are rare (such as cysteine and tryptophan) receive higher scores than identities among more common amino acids (such as serine and alanine), and replacements which have occurred frequently in evolution, such as methionine -. leucine, also receive positive scores while unlikely substitutions (such as cysteine -+ tryptophan) receive negative scores. In the example, the aligned W and T residues get scores of 17 and 3, respectively, and the K --R substitution gets a score of 3, for a total score of 40. By not considering insertions or deletions at this stage, computation time and memory requirements are greatly reduced while sensitivity is significantly improved.
The score from the best sub-sequence alignment, based on the PAM250 matrix, is used as the similarity score between the two sequences (the initial score Optimized alignments of OKBO2C with a related src gene sequence (TVFV-R) and with an unrelated fetal globin chain are also shown (Fig. 1B) . In each alignment, the ends of the region which determined the initial score are marked by vertical lines. Because FASTP uses an algorithm to find the best local similarity, often the optimized alignment region does not extend from the beginning to the end of either protein sequence. Thus in the comparison between'bovine kinase and fetal hemoglobin, the opti- 22 MARCH 1985 mized alignment is within the boundaries of the initial alignment. Other aligned identical amino acids were not marked because the dissimilarity of the intervening amino acid pairs prevented the alignment from being extended. FASTP clearly distinguished all the tyrosine kinase-related sequences from the rest of the database.
Example 2: Rat angiotensinogen pre- cursor. In the first example, oncogene proteins similar to bovine cyclic AMPdependent kinase were clearly resolved from the bulk of the protein library. The similarity between the kinase and the oncogenes was strong, and there was little difference in the results when using ktup = 2 as compared with ktup = 1. This is usually, but not always, the case. The next example shows an important difference in the results between a ktup = 1 as compared to a ktup = 2 search. Here the query sequence is rat angiotensinogen (ANRT), which is related to the ovalbumin, antitrypsin, and antithrombin III family (18) . Nine of the ten highest scoring sequences were members of the expected family (gene X and gene Y proteins are closely related evolutionarily to ovalbumin), and ovalbumin was ranked slightly lower ( Table  2 ). The optimization clearly distinguished ovalbumin from its closely ranked neighbors. The results of a ktup = 2 search were quite similar with one important excep- Table 3 . Statistical significance (z value) of protein similarity scores. Protein sequences from the searches discussed in examples 1, 2, and 3 were compared with the best related and unrelated library sequences found. Z values [(score -mean score)/standard deviation] were calculated for the initial score from the mean and standard deviation of the database initial scores (initial scan), and for the initial (I) and optimized (0) scores from the mean and standard deviation of scores against randomly permuted versions of the database sequence in question. In the latter case, 50 comparisons (ktup = 1) were made with shuffled sequences. tion: the antitrypsin proteins were not among the top ranked sequences. The explanation for this is found in Fig. 2 , which displays the optimized alignment of the rat angiotensinogen precursor and human a-1-antichymotrypsin precursor (ktup = 1). Although a number of identities were seen throughout the alignment, they were dispersed fairly evenly and very few appeared in pairs. In these situations, the initial stage of the algorithm with ktup = 2 would miss potentially significant relationships. Different situations can be found and investigators will frequently want to compare the results of searches with ktup = 2 and ktup = 1. Example 3: Probable nucleoprotein, snowshoe hare bunyavirus. Many newly, sequenced proteins will be unrelated to sequences currently available. One such example is the probable nucleoprotein of snowshoe hare bunyavirus (VHVUNH). The histogram generated from this search using ktup = 1 and the top five scores are shown (Fig. 3, A and B) . We shall focus on the potential relationship between the nucleoprotein and the immunoglobulin (GHRB). Although the initial score for GHRB was among the highest in the database, it was not as far from the other scores as were the similarities discussed in the previous examples. Furthermore, as with the other highly ranked sequences, there was little change in score with optimization. The alignment with GHRB paired the carboxyl terminus of the nucleoprotein with the amino terminus of the immunoglobulin (Fig. 3C) , which is an unusual pattern of conservation between homologous proteins. Although the immunoglobulins were heavily represented in the database, no other immunoglobulins appeared among the high-scoring sequences. In contrast to this, when the Tcell receptor was searched against the database, all of the high-scoring sequences were from the immunoglobulin family. It would seem likely, therefore, that this database search did not detect any sequences with a biologically significant similarity to the bunyavirus nucleoprotein.
Evaluation of statistical significance. The significance of a relationship found with a database searc-h depends on the relative magnitude of the initial score, the change in score after optimization, and the alignment itself. Although one of the great strengths of this search tool is its ability to find unexpected relationships, it is obvious that one must apply any available biological information in evaluating a potential relationship. However, when the biological context of a SCIENCE, VOL. 227 potential relationship is puzzling, or where there are obvious biological reasons for a similarity yet the other criteria are less convincing, an estimate of statistical significance can be useful.
At present, the most satisfactory method of obtaining an estimate of statistical sigifificance is to compare the query sequence with randomly permuted versions of the potentially related sequence. Each of the generated sequences retains the exact length and amino acid composition of the original database sequence. We have written a second programn, RDF, to perform this comparison (6) . RDF determines both the initial and optimized scores in each coniparison so that the statistical significance of both the initial score and the optimized score can be evaluated.
The similarity scores determined by our algorithm, and by other sensitive methods, do not folloW a normal distribution from which one can calculate a probability (P value). As a result, the significance of a similarity is frequently expressed not as a P value but as a z value (7, 11, 19) where z = (similarity scoremean of random scores)/ (standard deviation of random scores) Table 3 summarizes the z values for a number of similarity scores between relatbd and unrelated proteins. As expected, the z values from the initial scores of randomly shuffled sequences were very close to z values calculated with the mean and standard deviation of initial scores from the database scan. This may not be the case if the query sequence has a highly nonuniform amino acid composition or if the matching library sequence is extremely long. For those relationships believed to be biologically significant, the z value for the initial score was greater than 4 and that for the optimized score was even higher. From our experience with a large humber of database searches we use the following guidelines: z value of initial and optimized score z > 3 possibly significaht z > 6 probably significant z > 10 significant These values are similar to those suggested by other investigators (20) . Empirical and theoretical work is under way to develop more definitive estimates of the statistical significance of sequence similarities (21) .
Sensitivity and selectivity. Ideally, a protein similarity search algorithm should be highly selective and highly sensitive. Such a method would consistently rank all database sequences with a 22 MARCH 1985 statistically significant similarity to the query sequence above any other sequences. Efforts to increase sensitivity, such as allowing for gaps or conservative amino acid substitutions carry with them the risk of decreasing selectivity by increasing the scores of unrelated sequences (22). Furthermore, for the optimal balance of sensitivity and selectivity, the best value for gap penalty or the best values for a replaceability matrix may vary with different query sequences.
Perhaps the best test of a search method is how well it identifies the known relatives of a given protein. In the classification scheme devised by Dayhoff (11) and employed in the NBRF database, the largest grouping of proteins is the superfamily. Proteins grouped in a su- perfamily generally have statistically sig. nificant sequence similarity and thus presumably share a common evolutionary origin. Within a superfamily, proteins may be clustered into families if they share approximately 50 percent sequence similarity. Proteins within a superfamily may have acquired quite different functions but often share sitnilar three-dimensional structure. Proteins within a family generally share similarity in function as well.
We used FASTP to compare the human cytochrome c sequence against a subset of the protein sequence library containing all of the members of the cytochrome c superfamily. All 
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Initial scores for the 29 prokaryotic cytochrome c's ranged from 14 to 291; 11 prokaryotic sequences had scores higher than 60. Cytochromes show little change in length and it is perhaps not surprising that very distant homologies can be recognized with our method. The serine protease family of enzymes has evolved at more than twice the rate of the cytochrome c family (23), and the enzymes show more changes in chain length. When bovine trypsinogen, TRBOTR, was compared to the 35 members of the serine protease superfamily, 30 of the sequences had initial scores greater than or equal to 64, the lowest of which, human haptoglobin, increased to 175 with optimization ( Table 4 ). The program clearly detected the relationship with Streptococcus griseus trypsin. Two of the lowest ranked sequences, S. griseus proteases A and B, are examples of enzymes with conserved serine protease active sites which have been identified by crystallography, not by protein sequence homology. The algorithm's sensitivity is evident in both examples. However, because statistically significant similarity may not be demonstrable between all pairs of proteins in a superfamily (19) , it is necessary to be cautious in interpreting negative results in a database search.
A protein searching strategy. When possible, similarity searches with amino acid sequences are much more effective than nucleotide sequence searches. Several different nucleotide sequences can encode a single amino acid. Furthermore, because there is data concerning amino acid replacement frequencies in evolution, similarities in amino acid sequence may be detected even in the presence of complete dissimilarity in nucleotide sequence. A generally applicable strategy for comparing a query sequence with the protein database might be: (i) search the database with ktup = 2. Genuinely related sequences will have initial scores greater than 50 that increase to between 100 and 300 after optimization. The z value of the optimized score will be 10 or greater. If there are no clearly related sequences, then (ii) search again with ktup = 1. At least the 20 sequences with highest scores should be evaluated in terms of the magnitude of the initial score, change of score with optimization, the quality of the alignment, and the biological context of a potential relationship with the query sequence.
At this point, in most instances, the analysis is complete. Either a protein with a biological relationship to the query has been found or the search is negative. In some cases the picture is less clear, and an evaluation of statistical significance is required. If the resulting z values are greater than 6 or less than 3, interpretation of the results is usually straightforward. There will be a number of relationships found whose z values are between 3 and 6 which may be interesting to an investigator. Our experience with a large number of database searches has made us conservative; we consider most such relationships to be speculative. There are more than 2600 protein sequences in the NBRF database, and scores with z values greater than 3 are common. Table 3 includes a comparison of rat angiotensinogen and the variable region of a human immunoglobulin heavy chain, with z values around 8, even though a biologically significant relationship between the two proteins is highly unlikely.
As our understanding of protein evolution and the relationship between sequence and structure grows, new methods of comparison will be needed. While we have found FASTP to be of great utility in a wide variety of cases, replaceability matrices constructed for specific protein families might be useful, or different matrices might be used for specific regidns of a protein (such as the active site). These improvements should further enhance the ability to extend our knowledge about newly sequenced proteins by means of information stored in protein sequence databases. The AAAS-Newcomb Cleveland Prize is awarded annually to the author of an outstanding paper published in Science. The 1985 competition starts with the 4 January 1985 issue of Science and ends with the issue of 27 December 1985. The value of the prize is $5000; the winner also receives a bronze medal.
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